THE ESTIMATED COST OF BREXIT

EURO 30 BILLION

While some experts have estimated costs up to €113bn, Professor Iain Begg of the LSE has stated that €30bn is his "best guess" at a reasonable cost of Brexit.

PENSIONS
The UK may need to buy out its share of the pension pot for EU institution employees.

7-YEAR CYCLE
The current EU budget cycle ends in 2020. Brexit is due by 2019 but some argue the UK is liable for remaining contributions.

EURO 7 BILLION
Annual EU spending in the UK has reached around €7bn in recent years.

EXISTING COMMITMENTS
The UK could still be held accountable for investments in ongoing EU projects that have already been promised.

UK SHARES IN EU ASSETS
[See: Brussels 'must share €150bn assets' | Wright, Oliver | The Times [16 Feb 2017]]
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